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HOW TO FIND

HEALTHY
FOOD –

WITH BLOCKCHAIN
With the increasing complexity of the global supply
chain today, it is almost impossible for retailers to
guarantee the provenance of the products they sell.
How can you find out whether the food you buy in
a supermarket is really healthy or not? Even when
clearly labeled as such, do you still have doubts?
I hope to answer these questions by elaborating
on how a new emerging technology can help –
Blockchain.
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FOOD TROUBLE?

2013

UK HORSE MEAT SCANDAL – Foods advertised as beef actually contained undeclared horse meat, in some cases
as much as 100 percent of the product. While consumption of horse meat is not a health issue, the scandal
revealed a major breakdown in the traceability of the food supply chain. (In fact, there was a health risk as well,
since horses could have entered the food supply chain with the harmful veterinary drug phenylbutazone in
their systems.)

2008

First, are our doubts in the supermarket really justified? Actually yes, they are. With the increasing complexity of the
global supply chain today, it is almost impossible for retailers to guarantee the provenance of the products they sell.
Real cases of food fraud confirm this. Two widely-known examples are:

MILK SCANDAL IN CHINA – An estimated some 300,000 fell victim in total – with around 54,000 hospitalized –
when melamine, a chemical used to make plastics, fertilizers and concrete, was added to milk to fake a higher
protein content.

In addition, on average 1 in 6 people in America fall sick from contaminated food annually, causing losses estimated at
50–90 billion dollars each year (and some sources have reported up to $152 billion!)
So how does the food industry mitigate this problem? Certainly there are international standards, such as ISO 22005
for proper “traceability in the feed and food chain” within individual suppliers. But it doesn’t help solve inconsistency
problems in the overall supply chain – the guarantee that, on the way to a supplier organization, the products haven’t
been substituted or tampered with.

APPLYING BLOCKCHAIN
What the food industry really needs is a trusted,
traceable and easily accessible history of each product’s
journey – from farm, to fork.
And this is exactly what blockchain can do. Every step
in the food production and transportation cycle is
verified (through the consensus of those involved) and
recorded onto the blockchain – guaranteeing security
and immutability.
This information is also open for all parties to check
anytime and anywhere. Blockchain’s ability to expand
to all participating devices removes the problems of
accessibility and bottleneck performance problems,
which are often encountered in centralized systems.
While industry practices require all handlers to
be certified, document every step and meet all
technological standards, recording on a blockchain is
the only way to ensure product safety. For consumers,
blockchain guarantees all processes have been
documented (and not just in the private logs of
individual companies) to carefully preserve every
single can on the shelf. Consumers can verify this

by using a blockchain explorer application. To check
a specific product’s history, the user just inputs its
unique number, ensuring no one has tampered with
the product along the way.
To make this possible, all participants within the
supply chain must use the same blockchain. Even
missing one step in the process could lead to fraud.
This is one of the difficulties blockchain adopters
face, among other issues such as a lack of standards
and current blockchain performance speed. To put
this into perspective, Bitcoin processes an average of
seven transactions per second, while a major payment
system like Visa completes thousands.

TELL ME: HOW DO I DO IT? WHY SHOULD
I DO IT?
Luckily, to start using blockchain, it’s not necessary
to start from scratch. Many companies already offer
blockchain platforms for in-house solutions as well as
blockchain as a service. For example, the company
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OwITing uses blockchain for a pork supply tracking
system based on the platform from AMIS, a Taiwanese
blockchain technology company.
Blockchain not only ensures supply chain transparency
but also promotes the following:
• Decreased transaction fees for mobile payments
and credit – Try using cryptocurrencies, which are
blockchain-based payment tokens.
• Real-time supply chain transactions – Rely on
quick and reliable ownership changing based on
the contractual conditions governed by smart
contracts, rather than confusing logistics.
• Production and operations management
• Internet of Things (IoT) – Monitor food storage and
transportation conditions, make batch statistics
and real-time alarms (e.g. when the freezer is
broken), and many other things through IoT.

• Ripe.io – Provides an infrastructure of distributed
ledgers, Internet of Things sensors, APIs for
a connected food supply chain workflow and
hopes to become the “Blockchain of Food”
• Food Blockchain XYZ – Food tracking complete
with quality and safety monitoring and the
management of commercial relationships
between workers in the supply chain through
smart contracts
Looking at larger companies, Walmart is partnering with
IBM to bring traceability and transparency to its entire
food supply network through the use of blockchain.
Ultimately, Walmart expects that consumers will be
able to interact with food labels using a smartphone
application. This way, users can document the journey
of the product and view any other information they
wish to see. IBM believes that using blockchain for
supply chains could increase worldwide GDP by almost
5 percent and total trade volume by 15 percent.

LOOK TOWARD THE FUTURE
COMPANIES BIG AND SMALL
There are a number of start-ups successfully implementing
blockchain today:
• Provenance – A real-time transparency data
platform aiming to empower brands by being
proven and transparent about product origins
• arc-net – Supply chain security & analytics
company
• FarmShare – A decentralized platform to
optimize resource sharing for local agricultural
markets

Using blockchain technology for supply chains
is still a young endeavor and the vendor ecosystem is
still immature, but the speed of its development and
adoption is accelerating. With last year being a hype
year for blockchain, more and more companies are
looking to adopt to reliably trace their products.
In a nutshell, by establishing a clear record of every
time a product changes hands, the transaction can be
documented, creating a permanent history of a product,
from manufacture to sale. This could dramatically
reduce time delays, added costs, and human error that
plague transactions today.

ANDREY POVAROV
Andrey is an IT manager with a wealth of experience developing and implementing business
expansion strategies, launching new products on global markets and running country operations
for international companies. He is passionate about adopting emerging technologies as well
as designing and running premium training programs. He has a managerial and technical
background, as well as a PhD and an MBA.
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You’re

Not Alone
Young Mother Support Network

This project is aimed at supporting young mothers who face difficult
life situations. Luxoft sponsors professional courses for women to learn
new skills and find jobs. Children’s clothing drives are also planned in
Luxoft offices to collect clothing, books and toys for families in need.
CSR Incubator 2018 – A Grant Program for Funding Employee-Initiated Social Projects
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Calling those in the travel industry!
Are you interested in increasing the customer
satisfaction of your tired travelers while making
processes easier overall?
The truth is, communicating and doing business with
customers and other corporations is difficult without
swift, efficient processes. To this end, a leading
global hotel reservation company needed an
innovative solution that challenged conventional
hotel–corporation–travel management company
relationships. Their old system was unable to provide
user-friendly cross-hotel loyalty programs, correctly
identify business travelers, use virtual payments
to simplify payment processes and allow users to
bypass intermediaries to save on payments systems
commission. To enhance their work environment
and relationships with their customers, the company
needed a new model capable of increasing business
efficiency and overall customer satisfaction.
While a fully capable establishment with loads of travel
know-how, they needed someone who knew both the
travel industry and cutting-edge technology like the
back of their hand. After deducing the best solution
to the hotelier’s problems, Luxoft developed and
deployed a seamless, end-to-end solution to remedy
the situation.
Using the R3 Corda blockchain on AWS cloud services,
we created a peer-to-peer blockchain solution to allow

private, secure and user-friendly hotel-to-corporation
communication. The system significantly increases
transparency for all participants, efficiently managing
business transactions in a very untrusted environment.
This modern cryptographic model also guarantees
immutability of all negotiated deals within the system.
In addition, to distinguish between reception and
corporate-level managers, we gave the ability to
customize permissions in regard to information. We
also used Corda Flows to manage the booking lifecycle
of the hotel, as well as Corda Virtual Assets to eliminate
the need for hard-to-manage card payments – making
the daily workflow even smoother.
Our seamless solution was integrated effortlessly via
REST interfaces, bringing a happy ending to our client’s
story by allowing them to make processes simpler
and faster companywide. Our solution also makes
customers happier by lowering commission costs and
offering faster service.
And believe it or not, we’re not stopping there. In the
future, we hope to enable our client to have simple
pluggable loyalty programs that can be managed by
hotel chains or even operate independently, creating
further business growth.
Yes, the possibilities in the travel industry are endless
with the right technology – are you ready for the
revolution?

MAXIM ZHDANOV
Max is head of the travel vertical at Luxoft and a skilled leader with 10+ years of managerial
experience in commercial IT. Here he manages mission critical IT projects around highly
transactional, multi-user, highly available systems. Max leads distributed international teams
in North America, UK, Central & Eastern Europe, and Asia. He has a deep understanding of
business development, account management, and client-facing functions along with a strong
technical background.
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It's

Complicated
Gender Equality Networking

The goal of this project is to form a community of women in IT by
supporting a conference. A group of volunteers are researching the
root causes of gender inequality issues in IT. They will present their
findings at a multidisciplinary conference entitled, “Diversity and
Inclusion Change-makers,” which will connect key universities,
NGOs, and public administrations.
CSR Incubator 2018 – A Grant Program for Funding Employee-Initiated Social Projects
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BITCOINS
IN SPACE –
SOLVING
BLOCKCHAIN’S
ENERGY
PROBLEM
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ave you ever wondered why well-known
blockchain systems seem to be more reliable
than others?

If we consider some of the oldest and most popular
blockchain networks, such as Bitcoin or Ethereum, most
of their reliability is attributed to their proof-of-work
(PoW) consensus algorithms. Having these algorithms
helps keep the blockchain secure and tamper-proof.
But in order to maintain top security, everyone involved
must expend a massive amount of computing power.
This is because blockchain mining nodes, or “miners”
compete with one another to complete transactions
on the network in hopes of being rewarded. These
transactions represent mathematical puzzles; they
take a long time to solve, and must go through many
guesses to find the right answer in the form of the
proper “hash.”
In that vein, PoW comes with a huge price. Continuously
burning electricity for computing and rapidly producing
and replacing mining equipment to make algorithms
work, increases costs at an alarming rate. The power
used solely for bitcoin mining is nearing 60 terawatt
hours (TWh) a year – equivalent to what a small
country typically consumes. And the yearly cost of sold
specialized mining equipment totals more than $5 billion.
While Bitcoin plans to continue to use PoW for the
foreseeable future – which will require more and
more electricity as the network’s complexity continues
to increase – Ethereum has already started moving
away from proof of work. Instead, Ethereum is looking
into proof of stake (PoS), another consensus algorithm,
which requires much less power to implement. This
algorithm gives power to users in accordance with
how many digital coins they already own. However,
the PoS has its own share of issues, as those with more
coins have more power in the overall system and are
potentially able to corrupt it. In addition, whether the
level of reliability will be on the same level as before
(or, ideally higher) remains to be seen, as well as how
long Ethereum’s transition will take and whether it will
be successful.
If it turns out, at the end of the day, that there is no
better alternative to PoW, what would we do? What if
mining eventually consumed more power than the
earth could sustainably supply?
The solution could be .... going to space.

HEADED TO SPACE – HIGHLIGHTING
SPACECHAIN AND BLOCKSTREAM
The idea of launching satellites fully equipped with
blockchain facilities into space has been a hot topic
for years. And currently, there are two ongoing
projects putting this concept to the test: SpaceChain
and Blockstream.
SpaceChain launched their first space blockchain
satellite node into low earth orbit (LEO) last February.
They have since started to build a connected
software environment based on an open-source
platform, allowing independent developers to use
an orbital communications platform for blockchain.
The architecture is based on Qtum’s blockchain
technology, and in the future will add data storage
that is not restricted by any regulations due to being in
space – created around a token economy tentatively
called SpaceCash.
Blockstream, on the other hand, is renting existing
satellites instead of developing their own. These
satellites are much further from earth than
SpaceChain’s, which covers a bigger area but
compromises signal latency (as opposed to LEO,
which minimizes signal latency but also minimizes
coverage). The further the blockchain satellites are
from earth, the better the connection coverage, since
the signal can cover more of the planet from a further
distance. This makes it easier to propagate new bitcoin
blocks even in places where Internet access is limited
– extending the range of bitcoin block propagation
even to extremely rural places. However, users need
to buy a $100 specialized portable device to connect
to the satellites.
These two projects are only the beginning. In truth, the
pivotal turning point will be the complete migration of
the entire mining process from earth to outer space…
but what happens if we add renewable energy to the mix?

COMBINING BLOCKCHAIN WITH SOLAR
ENERGY
Utilizing solar energy might be the cheapest way to
mine, especially outside earth – successfully avoiding
the day-night dilemma and changing atmospheric
conditions. For example, a station in geostationary
orbit (meaning it’s orbiting 35,786 kilometers above
the Earth) would constantly be soaking up sunlight and
providing energy output around the clock.
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Peter Todd, one of the famous Bitcoin core developers,
shared this solar-powered outer space mining idea in
his presentation at the 2017 Breaking Bitcoin conference
in Paris. He stated that the solar power obtained and
used to mine in space could easily transport bitcoins
to earth, and is both less expensive and more "green,"
conserving the planet's energy for other uses.
So why not move the entire PoW infrastructure off of
the earth and into space? It makes perfect sense.

latency would be in minutes, due to the fact that it takes
the speed of light eight minutes to travel from the sun
to the earth, and double that for a trip there and back.
This would make space mining very inefficient if the
network still needed to be transmitted to earth.

THE POTENTIAL FUTURE OF BLOCKCHAIN
IN SPACE
If PoW is not replaced by a more efficient process, could
space be the answer to blockchain’s energy problem?

HOWEVER, THERE ARE CHALLENGES
Could harnessing solar energy to power blockchain
in space ever be possible? How will it change the
blockchain economy? It all depends on three factors:
Cost of hardware: While the net cost would be
cheaper, steep expenses to launch satellites into
space, maintain and replace worn-down ones are
severe potential roadblocks. As a real-life example, the
European Space Agency is working on solar-powered
satellites to convert captured solar energy into
a wirelessly transmittable form – and they face these
same expenses.

With the development of solar-powered satellites
and mining facilities shifting gradually to outer space,
a solar-based blockchain economy outside of earth’s
atmosphere could really take off – providing constant
space-generated energy for a greener earth. But
whether this or another possibility is in motion, Luxoft
is proud to be a part of blockchain’s future, with skilled
experts across industries keeping up with the latest
trends and discoveries.

Network latency issue: Due to distance, network
latency could slow down the propagation of new
blocks. This gives an advantage to those who can send
newly mined blocks faster – making space mining less
efficient when the majority of miners are on earth.
Although, it only takes an estimated 0.3 seconds for
a miner in geostationary orbit to create a new block,
reducing efficiency by an insignificant 0.6%.
Where are the majority of miners? Continuing the
discussion from above, if the majority of miners
were in space, miners on earth would be at a severe
disadvantage in terms of latency. If we moved the
whole mining infrastructure closer to the sun, network

ANDREY POVAROV
Andrey is an IT manager with a wealth of experience developing and implementing business
expansion strategies, launching new products on global markets and running country operations
for international companies. He is passionate about adopting emerging technologies as well
as designing and running premium training programs. He has a managerial and technical
background, as well as a PhD and an MBA.
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ver the last few years there has been a
growing demand for private blockchain
installments among global enterprises. There are many
paper contracts out there in the wild, especially international
trading contracts which, due to a lack of standardization, cannot
be moved to the digital domain. Blockchain, a distributed database
and a computer engine, becomes handy here, but there are some limiting
factors to consider. The absence of private transitions and relative slowness are
among the most disturbing, but there are solutions that can help solve these issues,
and there is one in particular I want to write about.
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J.P. MORGAN’S QUORUM
J.P. Morgan’s Quorum is a private permissioned
blockchain based on the official “Go” implementation
of the Ethereum protocol. Quorum uses a voting-based
consensus algorithm, and achieves data privacy
through the introduction of a new “private” transaction
identifier. One of the design goals of Quorum is to reuse
as much existing technology as possible, minimizing the
changes required to go-ethereum in order to reduce
the effort required to keep in sync with future versions
of the public Ethereum code base. Much of the logic
responsible for the additional privacy functionality
resides in a layer that sits atop the standard Ethereum
protocol layer. Figure 1 below provides a high-level
overview of the Quorum blockchain platform and
architectural components. The essence of Quorum is
to use cryptography to prevent all but those parties in
the transaction from seeing sensitive data. The solution
involves a single shared blockchain and a combination of
smart contract software architecture and modifications
to Ethereum. The smart contract architecture provides
the segmentation of private data. Modifications to the
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go-ethereum codebase include modifications to the
block proposal and validation processes. The block
validation process is modified so that all nodes validate
public transactions, and any private transactions they
are party to, by executing the contract code associated
with the transactions. For other “private transactions,”
a node will simply skip the contract code execution
process. This will result in segmentation of the state
database; i.e., the state database is split into a private
state database and a public state database. All nodes
in the network are in perfect state consensus in their
public state. The private state databases will differ.
Even though the client node’s state database no longer
stores the state of the entire global state database, the
actual distributed blockchain and all the transactions
therein are fully replicated across all nodes and
cryptographically secured for immutability. This is an
important distinction relative to other segmentation
strategies based on multiple blockchains, and adds to
the security and resiliency of the design. See below:
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CONSTELLATION: TRANSACTION
MANAGER
Quorum’s transaction manager is responsible for
transaction privacy. It stores and allows access to
encrypted transaction data, exchanges encrypted
payloads with the transaction managers of other
participants, but it does not have access to any
sensitive private keys. It utilizes the enclave
for cryptographic functionality (although the
enclave can also be hosted by the transaction
manager itself).
The transaction manager is restful/stateless and
can be load-balanced easily.

CONSTELLATION: ENCLAVE
Distributed ledger protocols typically leverage
cryptographic
techniques
for
transaction
authenticity, participant authentication, and
historical data preservation (i.e., through a chain of
cryptographically hashed data). In order to achieve
separation of concerns, as well as to provide
improvements in performance through the
parallelization of certain crypto-operations, much
of the cryptographic work, including symmetric
key generation and data encryption/decryption,
is delegated to the enclave.
The enclave works hand in hand with the
transaction manager to strengthen privacy
by managing the encryption/decryption in
an isolated way. It holds private keys and is
essentially a “virtual HSM,” isolated from other
components.

PRIVATE TRANSACTION PROCESS FLOW
Below is a description of how private transactions are processed in Quorum:
In this example, party A and party B are parties to transaction AB, whilst party C is not.
1. Party A sends a transaction to its Quorum node, specifying the transaction payload and setting “privateFor”
to be the public keys for parties A and B.
2. Party A's Quorum node passes the transaction on to its paired transaction manager, requesting it to store the
transaction payload.
3. Party A's transaction manager makes a call to its associated enclave to validate the sender and encrypt the
payload.
4. Party A's enclave checks the private key for party A and, once validated, performs the transaction conversion.
This entails:
a. Generating a symmetric key and a random nonce
b. Encrypting the transaction payload and nonce with the symmetric key
c. Calculating the SHA3-512 hash of the encrypted payload
d. Iterating through the list of transaction recipients, in this case parties A and B, and encrypting the symmetric key
from the first step with the recipient's public key (PGP encryption)
e. Returning the encrypted payload from step two, the hash from step three, and the encrypted keys (for each
recipient) from step four, back to the transaction manager
5. Party A's transaction manager then stores the encrypted payload (encrypted with the symmetric key) and the
encrypted symmetric key uses the hash as the index, and then securely transfers (via HTTPS) the hash, the 		
encrypted payload, and the encrypted symmetric key that has been encrypted with party B's public key to party B's
transaction manager. Party B's transaction manager responds with an ACK/NAK response. Note that if party A does
not receive a response or receives a NAK from Party B then the transaction will not be propagated to the network.
It is a prerequisite for the recipients to store the communicated payload.
6. Once the data transmission to party B's transaction manager is successful, party A's transaction manager returns
the hash to the Quorum node, which then replaces the transaction's original payload with that hash and changes
the transaction's V value to 37 or 38. That indicates to other nodes that the hash represents a private transaction
with an associated encrypted payload, as opposed to a public transaction with nonsensical bytecode.
7. The transaction is then propagated to the rest of the network using the standard Ethereum P2P protocol.
8. A block containing transaction AB is created and distributed to each party on the network.
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9. In processing the block, all parties will attempt to process the transaction. Each Quorum node will recognize a V
value of 37 or 38, identifying the transaction as one whose payload requires decrypting, and make a call to its local
transaction manager to determine if it should hold the transaction (using the hash as the index to look up).
10. Since party C does not hold the transaction, it will receive a “NotARecipient” message and will skip the transaction
– it will not update its private stateDB. Parties A and B will look up the hash in their local transaction managers to
determine that they hold the transaction. Each party will then call its enclave, passing along the encrypted payload,
encrypted symmetric key and signature.
11. The enclave validates the signature and then decrypts the symmetric key using the party's private key held in the
enclave; decrypts the transaction payload using the now-revealed symmetric key; and then returns the decrypted
payload to the transaction manager.
12. The transaction managers for parties A and B then send the decrypted payload to the EVM for contract code
execution. This execution updates the state in the Quorum node's private stateDB only. NOTE: Once the code
has been executed, it is discarded and is no longer available for reading without going through the above process
again.

RAFT CONSENSUS ALGORITHM
Quorum uses the "etcd" implementation of the Raft
protocol. In Raft, a node in normal operation is either
a leader or a follower. There is a single leader for the
entire cluster, which all log entries must flow through.
There's also the concept of a "candidate," but only
during leader election. We won't go into more detail
about Raft here, because by design these details are
opaque to applications built on it.
In vanilla Ethereum, there is no such thing as a leader
or follower. It's possible for any node in the network to
mine a new block, which is akin to being the leader for
that round.
In Raft-based consensus, we impose a one-to-one
correspondence between Raft and Ethereum nodes.
Each Ethereum node is also a Raft node, and by
convention, the leader of the Raft cluster is the only
Ethereum node that should mine (or "mint") new blocks.
A minter is responsible for bundling transactions into
a block just like an Ethereum miner, but does not
present a proof of work.
The main reasons we co-locate the leader and minter
are (1) convenience, in that Raft ensures there is only
one leader at a time, and (2) to avoid a network hop

from a node minting blocks to the leader, through
which all Raft writes must flow. Our implementation
watches changes in Raft leadership – if a node
becomes a leader, it will start minting, and if a node
loses its leadership, it will stop minting.
An observant reader might note that during Raft
leadership transitions, there could be a small period
of time where more than one node might assume that
it has minting duties. We will detail how correctness is
preserved in more detail later.
We use the existing Ethereum P2P transport layer to
communicate transactions between nodes, but we
communicate blocks only through the Raft transport
layer. They are created by the minter and flow from it to
the rest of the cluster, always in the same order, via Raft.
Unlike in vanilla Ethereum, where the block is written
to the database and immediately considered the
new head of the chain, when the minter creates
a block, we only insert the block or set it to be the
new head of the chain once the block has flown
through Raft. All nodes will extend the chain
together in lockstep as they "apply" their Raft log.
https://github.com/jpmorganchase

YEVHEN VOLCHENKO
Yevhen has worked as an IT PRO for the last decade, and he loves it. His current position is
as a DevOps Engineer at Luxoft Ukraine, and he is passionate about automating every single
routine step that can be automated. His company provides IaaS and PaaS solutions and his team
does its best to make deployments, rollouts and updates as quick and smooth as possible using
contemporary automation technologies and pipelines. Teamwork is another vital aspect of his
day-to-day work. It would be hard to achieve a proper performance level without the mutual help
of his team, which has become used to relying on one another to successfully manage a data
center as geographically widely distributed as theirs is.
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BLOCKCHAIN
CONSORTIUMS:

ARE THEY
REALLY THAT
IMPORTANT?
Nearly every industry has been experimenting with it, driven by promises of making
data immutable with the power of smart contracts and consensus. Successful
proof-of-concept (PoC) projects are currently validating its potential. And scaling these
disparate PoCs to the industry level poses more cultural than technical challenges.
Truly, blockchain is about to take the world by storm. But are organizations ready for the
collaboration it requires?
For years, companies big and small have operated in a walled environment, collecting
and protecting their customers’ information. Therefore, it’s no wonder that IT staff within
companies take a “build it and they will come” approach to blockchain. The story is the
same for almost every healthcare, automotive, and financial business: they want to
establish their blockchain solutions on isolated networks now, and onboard additional
companies later. Getting cooperation across company boundaries is just too slow,
especially when it comes to competitors.

…But a blockchain without a distributed multi-organization
network MAKES NO SENSE.
Consensus across nodes within a single organization is just an inefficient and
less-than-effective way to ensure data integrity. Fundamentally, blockchains are
“immutable” because multiple parties control a copy of the ledger, keeping each other
in check. The blockchain’s cost savings and reliability come from the collective nature
of a distributed network of companies, each hosting their own node.
It’s imperative for industry-specific consortia to be developed, each establishing their
own standards for governing distributed, multi-organization networks.
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WHY A CONSORTIUM IS ESSENTIAL
A consortium forces its members to take a collective
perspective when it comes to problems. Sometimes
overlooked are opportunities where sharing data has
more value across an industry, rather than within
a single company. For example, in financial services,
having a reliable shared ledger for digital banking
can help create a global currency and enable instant
money transfers internationally. In healthcare, sharing
current out-of-pocket expenditures enables multi-payer
insurance markets, reducing cost and complexity for
payers and patients alike. In the automotive industry,
cars with machine-to-machine networks that share
their intended routes can optimize traffic flows, capable
of eliminating the freeway and intersection slowdowns
we experience today.
Setting up consortia is the only way for industries
to move forward. Each industry needs to establish
multi-organization consortia to define blockchain
implementation standards and establish their
blockchain networks. Technology companies are often
eager to offer solutions, but engineering blockchain
in the real world requires industry competitors to
collaborate and innovate together. Consortia members
jointly establish technology standards by pooling R&D
resources, collaborating on blockchain prototypes,
and building reference implementations to prove
network standards.
Establishing a consortium can be a messy and
potentially time-consuming process, but the outcome –
a blockchain powered by a network emphasizing
longevity – is worth it. Here are a few things to consider
while establishing a consortium:

adopt an overall structure for your consortium. You
could even call them “opportunity thinking workshops”
to make it more welcoming. In these meetings,
members are broken into committees based on their
interests and expertise.
• Define the procedures and policies: It is important to
define governance procedures for platform upgrades
and new and/or improved features, as well. Agree on
the bylaws, roles and functions of your consortium’s
members. Ask questions like, “What happens when
something fails?”, “Can transactions be stopped?” or
“What should we do when governments and companies
establish new regulations?”
• Identify legal and regulatory constraints: It is helpful
to identify possible legal and regulatory constraints
as early as possible. Consortium members lobbying
jointly for regulatory changes is more effective than
one company lobbying independently.
• Run a provisional network ASAP: And if there is
a technology disagreement between the consortium’s
members, run multiple networks. Blockchain solutions
aren’t limited to a single technology. You’re in it for the
long haul, so it pays to experiment and learn.
All this consortium business is completely separate
from the technology itself, such as writing smart
contracts to solve business problems. To avoid stalling,
it’s important to select your blockchain technology
early so consortium members can experiment with
pilot projects on your provisional network. Insight
gathered from testing is vital for defining your network
reliability before the whole system goes live.

MY FINAL NOTE
• Form a core group: Identify players and the criteria
organizations must meet to be eligible to join your
consortium. Running a node on a blockchain network
can vary from 1–10K per month – pricey, at best.
An ideal consortium consists of five to seven core
companies that are willing to commit to the costs for
the next 10 years. A long-term plan for onboarding new
members should also be created.
• Hold regular meetings: Schedule meetings with
members and stakeholders to develop your vision and

Remember, the goal of a consortium is not to push
members to abandon their existing systems and move
processing to a common blockchain platform. It’s about
integrating blockchain systems with existing workflows
to provide better visibility among all participants. There
is a lot of complexity in establishing consortia and
getting a blockchain network running. Therefore, the
consortium should focus on the blockchain network
itself and not necessarily what will run on it.

TODD GEHRKE
Todd is a Blockchain Solutions Architect who leads Luxoft’s blockchain practice in the US. He works
across key business verticals to develop opportunities and design solutions built on Distributed
Ledger Technologies (DLT). Todd has over 20 years’ experience building fault-tolerant
distributed systems.
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SELF-SOVEREIGN IDENTITY
ANONYMOUS CREDENTIALS

N

owadays we stand on the edge of the digital
revolution. Blockchain gives new life to P2P
technology. There is nothing new here, just an
excellent mixing of the existing robust technics, such
as P2P, key-value storage, cryptography and others.
Blockchain opens doors for completely new markets as
well as transforms the well-established ones.
Self-sovereign identity is the next area to be changed.
The identity idea, problem and solution are very well
covered by Sovrin in their WP. In my posts I’m going
to take you through the generalized mathematical
schemes under the hood. Actually scientists have
done a kind of cryptography research and I’m going
to summarize their works to demonstrate how it is
efficiently used in the modern digital world.
Innovative identity systems should satisfy three
basic criteria: DPKI, Anonymous Credentials and
Authority Revocation.
DPKI:
The effectiveness and efficiency of any
commercial interaction depends strongly
on the level of trust that exists between the
involved parties. Trust determines if parties
are willing to depend on each other, even
if negative consequences are possible, and
without it, commercial transactions will be
inefficient because of doubts about payments,
ability to deliver a service, etc.
I would recommend you start reading about DPKI from
my previous post. There you can find the OpenPGP
approach and the methods engaged to address PKI
problems in the past. Web-of-Trust propagated great
specification as blockchain scales and evolves DPKI
ideas.

that the user must present to prove that she/he
has permission to access a service. An important
challenge that such systems face is how to revoke
a user’s privileges in case she/he misbehaves or
their credential gets compromised.
Revocation methods are important for any identity
system. The platform has to ensure that a user or
authority may be revoked at any time. If it happens,
other participants should be notified immediately
and the revoked user’s claims/attributes will not be
acceptable anymore. There are different methods to
achieve it in the P2P networks which are propagated.
The ideas will be introduced in later posts.

ANONYMOUS CREDENTIALS
Anonymous Credential systems allow users
to selectively prove statements about
their identity attributes while keeping the
corresponding data hidden.

A

nonymous credentials is a technique that
guarantees that users’ private information is
never revealed. The users prove that specific attributes
fulfill the Verifier’s requirements (age, nationality,
etc.) without revealing any additional information
about their identity. Next-generation identity systems
should satisfy the following criteria: the user has to be
anonymous when obtaining credentials, the user has
to be protected from identity theft, and the user’s secret
key (SK) should never be leaked to any other party.

Authority Revocation:
Authentication of users is vital to most of the
electronic systems we use today. It is usually
achieved by giving the user a token, or credential,
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Traditionally, such systems are based on digital
signatures.
Digital
signature
schemes
are
a fundamental cryptographic application. They give
the electronic equivalent of the paper-based idea
of having a document signed. A digital signature
scheme consists of (1) a key generation algorithm that
generates a public key (PK) and a secret key (SK); (2)
a signing algorithm that takes as inputs a message (m)
and a secret key (SK) and generates a signature (σ);
and (3) a verification algorithm that tests whether some
string (σ) is a signature or a message (m) under the
public key (PK). A signature scheme exists if and only
if one-way functions exist.
To satisfy the criteria above, the protocol should
operate on a committed message, and the user should
obtain a signature on it. A couple efficient models were
proposed based on the Camenisch & Lysyanskaya
scheme model.

a signature that operates with a hash of the
pure message. A Camenisch & Lysyanskaya
signature encrypts an arbitrary number of
attributes and provides an efficient scheme to
verify them partly.
For a user who encrypts For a user who encrypts L
attributes, the signature looks as follows:
IN — RSA Module: n, n=pq
IN — Randoms: Z, S, R0, …, R(L-1)
OUT — Public key: (n, R0, …, R(L-1), Z, S)
SIGNING
Compared with RSA signatures there are multiple
values encrypted here. Also the signature uses
a special random S to blind the data for the signature
issuer. Specific data characteristics (e.g., groups) are
consciously omitted.

CAMENISCH & LYSYANSKAYA DIGITAL
SIGNATURE

For a user who encrypts L attributes, the signature
looks as follows:

Traditionally the digital signature operates on a fix
length hash of the incoming message, thus we can
get hash of messages and calculate the final result.
The distinguishing feature of Camenisch & Lysyanskay
signature is that it’s a randomizable signature in a
billinear setting. Randomizable signatures can be
used to sign r-message vectors (m-1, …, m-r) at
once. The same simple signature three steps apply
to randomizable signatures – Generation, Sign, and
Verify — with one minor change, they need to know the
number of messages that will be handled.
Randomizability
allows
to
derive
unlinkable
versions of signature from original one. The derived
signatures can be shown and it improves efficiency..

IN — User’s L attributes: (m1, …, mL)
OUT — Random Prime: e
OUT — Random number: v

Camenisch & Lysyanskaya Digital Signature allows
to prove knowledge of a signature and to obtain
signature on a secret message based on proofs of
knowledge. Thus, when a user wants to convince
a verifier that she/he has obtained a credential
from an issuer and selectively reveal some of the
messages of the credential, she/he employs a
zero-knowledge proof stating that she/he “knows”
a signature by the issuing organization and
messages that the signature is valid..
KEY GENERATION (DETAILS ARE OMITTED)
A key is generated per the traditional RSA scheme
based on safe prime numbers p and q. RSA generates
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The signature consists of (e, A, v). However, if A public it
destroys privacy by performing linkable transactions. To
prevent a security leak, the signature can be multiplied
by some rules and converted to tuple (e, A’, v’) for each
transaction.
VERIFICATION
IN —  User’s L attributes: (m1, …, mL)
IN — Public Key: (n, R0, …, R(L-1), S, Z)
IN — Signature: (e, A, v)

ANONYMOUS CREDENTIALS
The most observant of you noticed that to verify
a signature the Verifier should obtain the user’s
attributes. To hide the real attribute and implement
the full model, two more steps should be introduced:
committed scheme & ZKP.
Committed scheme is a basic cryptography method to
hide information until sometime in the future.
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COMMITMENT SCHEME
Terms: Commitment is a message from the sender to
the receiver. Commitment is built on the original one,
but it doesn’t reveal it. De-commitment is a group of
values to verify the validity of the commitment.
IN — Message: m
IN — RSA module: n, n=pq
IN — Random number: g, h
IN — Random number: r
OUT — Public Key: (n, g, h)
OUT — Commitment: com = (g^m) * (h^r)
OUT — De-commitment: (m, r)

ZKP OF KNOWLEDGE
The idea of ZKP of knowledge is that the Prover
convinces the Verifier about the secret without
revealing it. The protocol consists of an interaction
session with the following properties:
1.
Zero-knowledge
The Verifier learns nothing about the Prover's
secret
2.
Proof of knowledge (soundness)
The Prover can persuade the Verifier only if
she/he knows the secret
3.
Completeness
If the Prover knows the secret she/he can 		
always convince the Verifier

To check the committed value the Verifier calculates:
One of the simplest and most frequently used proofs
of knowledge, the proof of knowledge of a discrete
logarithm, is due to Schnorr. In order to prove
knowledge of:
Anonymous credential systems based on the Digital
Scheme, Commitment model and ZKP can guarantee
that the next checks can be achieved without revealing
data: (1) committed value is the product of two other
committed values, (2) committed value lies in a given
interval, (3) two committed values are generated
based on the same attributes, (4) the Prover knows the
attributes for the committed value.
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the Prover interacts with the Verifier as follows:
1. In the first round the Prover commits himself
to randomness r, the first message t called 		
commitment t=g^r
2. The Verifier replies with a challenge c chosen 		
at random
3. The Prover sends the third and last message 		
(the response) s = r+cx
4. The Verifier accepts, if g^s = t(y^c)
PUTTING THINGS TOGETHER

To address the criteria for anonymous credentials the
cryptographic techniques should be mixed together.
There are three entities: Verifier, Signer, Prover. The
Verifier asks if the Prover meets specific criteria: “age
above X years” or nationality “either US or FR or …” etc.
The Issuer signs the Prover’s attributes with the
Camenisch & Lysyanskaya signature: (e, A, v). Then
the Prover generates a ZKP of knowledge and
shares it with the Verifier (for Camenisch & Lysyanskaya
ZKP of knowledge close to the Schnorr algorithm but
quite complicated).

The statement about the attribute uses a committed
value. The Prover generates it based on the
commitment scheme and then is able to provide proof
and various assertions about the committed value,
including the existing Issuer’s signature. The following
types of proofs may be provided to the Verifier:
1) The credential contains an attribute with a given range.
2) The attribute is not contained in E.
3) The attribute belongs to some list of values.
There are two examples of how to check whether a
committed integer lies in a specific interval:
• The first one allows us to prove that the bit-length
of the committed number is less than or equal
to a fixed value (k), and hence belongs to [0, 2k
−1]. Sovrin technology uses an approach for GE
comparison.
• The second one is much more efficient, but the
price to pay is that only membership to a much
larger interval can be proven (BCDG Proof, CFT
Proof).
A detailed explanation on how to verify the committed
values will be left for other articles.
Have fun and enjoy cryptography.

1. J. Camenisch and A. Lysyanskaya, “A signature scheme with efficient protocols,” in SCN, ser. Lecture Notes in Computer Science, vol.
2576. Springer, 2002, pp. 268–289.
2. Camenisch, J. and Groß, T., 2008, October. Efficient attributes for anonymous credentials. In Proceedings of the 15th ACM conference on
Computer and communications security (pp. 345–356). ACM.
3. “Specification of the identity mixer cryptographic library version 2.3.0,” 2009, http://domino.research.ibm.com/library/cyberdig.nsf/		
papers/EEB54FF3B91C1D648525759B004FBBB1/$File/rz3730 revised.pdf.
4. D. Khovratovich, “Anonymous credential,” 2016, https://github.com/hyperledger/indy-anoncreds/blob/master/docs/anoncred-usecase0.pdf.
5. D. Khovratovich and J. Law, “Sovrin: digital identities in the blockchain era,” https://sovrin.org/wp-content/uploads/AnonCred-RWC.pdf.

6. F. Boudot. Efficient proofs that a committed number lies in an interval. In B. Pre- neel, editor, Advances in Cryptology — EUROCRYPT 2000,
volume 1807 of Lecture Notes in Computer Science, pp. 431–444. Springer Verlag, 2000.
7. Camenisch J, Lysyanskaya A. Signature schemes and anonymous credentials from bilinear maps. In Annual International Cryptology
Conference 2004 Aug 15 (pp. 56–72). Springer, Berlin, Heidelberg.
Article was provided by https://medium.com/@alkopnin/self-sovereign-identity-81f28d0772d2

ALEXANDER KOPNIN
Alexander Kopnin has a master's in computer science with more than five years of work
experience. As a lead designer with Luxoft Digital, he leads a team that specializes in solutions
based on blockchain and decentralized platforms.
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Office Waste

Recycling
Greening IT

Luxoft volunteers will conduct a “Green IT” pilot program and equip
a Luxoft office with recycling facilities. The aim is to motivate people
to support sustainable and eco-friendly lifestyles by introducing the
culture of recycling into our daily work routine.
CSR Incubator 2018 – A Grant Program for Funding Employee-Initiated Social Projects

luxoft.com/csr

BLOCKCHAIN
TECHNOLOGY UTILIZATION
THE CURRENT DECADE IS AN INTERESTING TIME FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF DECENTRALIZED
TECHNOLOGIES. BLOCKCHAIN TECHNOLOGY, IN PARTICULAR, HAS BECOME THE CATALYST FOR
HUGE CHANGES AFFECTING MANAGEMENT, LIFESTYLE, TRADITIONAL CORPORATE MODELS,
SOCIETY, AND GLOBAL INSTITUTIONS.
THE ESSENCE OF DISTRIBUTED
TECHNOLOGIES
The use of blockchain technology first became known
due to Bitcoin cryptocurrency development in 2009 by
a programmer known as Satoshi Nakamoto. In many
respects, the success of Bitcoin came about as a result
of the financial crisis of 2008. The population at large
lost confidence in banking and financial institutions.
Bitcoin offered an alternative to state and other
centralized influences. This was achieved through the
use of blockchain technology, the most important
invention since the Internet.
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Bitcoin Blockchain Technology

Despite all the effort that cryptographers,
mathematicians, and coders have expended over the
past 30 years in order to develop special advanced
protocols to protect confidentiality and guarantee
the authenticity of systems ranging from e-currency
to voting to file transfer, progress has been minimal.
In terms of innovation, blockchain turned out to be
the missing piece of the puzzle, which would provide
this industry with the impetus to make a giant leap
forward. An additional stimulus was political: the deep
financial crisis of 2008 gave rise to a growing distrust
of governments and corporations, which should have
controlled financial flows.
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Blockchain technology is a decentralized system of
information storage that does not allow one to make
corrections to fixed data. The main principles of this
technology are the following:
• Decentralization and refusal of mediation –
Blockchain is not controlled by any central body;
there are no third parties in this trust-based
system of relation between two parties.
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Signature
ec
i fy

Owner 0’s
Signature

Hash

It served as an internal push that forced us to look
for alternative options. The icing on the cake came
in the form of Edward Snowden’s revelations in 2013,
which shed light on the activity of the United States
government in areas that citizens had formerly
considered confidential. Ultimately, blockchain
technology received universal recognition, and the
concept of decentralization rose to new heights.

• Consensus – Accepting a transaction or rejecting
it is the result of distributed consensus rather than
a decision made by a centralized institution.
• Constancy and stability – It is impossible to destroy
records.
• Distributed trust and transparency – Data,
operations, and consensus are saved on all users’
computers, and are visible to each participant.
Utilizing a collective consensus mechanism and an
open distributed ledger that is decentralized and divided
among participants engenders trust, transparency, and
a sense of community.
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Mining or Consensus
This means that for every transaction, thousands
of miners start calculations, but only one finds the
solution that makes it valid.

The blockchain operating mechanism is based upon
consensus. The essence of consensus is that transaction
verification is carried out within the network through
the periodic synchronization of participant consent
with a single version of the transaction history. For
instance, in Bitcoin, miners process transactions and
provide network security with specialized equipment,
receiving new Bitcoins in exchange. In this way, some
users (nodes) use their computing power to verify,
store, and ensure the security of transactions in the
blockchain.

Thus, to be approved and registered on the network,
each block must be the result of a machine-driven
algorithmic consensus. This process is called Proof of
Work (PoW).

Longest Proof-of-Work Chain
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Bitcoin Proof of Work

Hash2

In terms of prospective competitors for Proof of Work,
it is important to note the Proof-of-Stake algorithm.
This algorithm is also imperfect, but it can be used
as a supplement to the Proof-of-Work protocol.
Proof of Stake is a consensus mechanism that uses
computational power to prevent Sybil attacks on
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a share of the network. The more cryptocurrency you
have, the greater your contribution to the stability
of the network, and the less likely it is that you will
execute a 51% attack with a view to splitting a chain
of blocks (fork).
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Ethereum Proof of Stake

Delegated Proof of Stake is an improved version of
the share confirmation algorithm which selects 101
delegates who have the right to vote in block generators.
Both algorithms are still under investigation, and if they
prove to be safe over the long term, they can be used as
a supplement to (or even in place of) an algorithm for
demonstrating the performance of work.
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Proof of Stake is another way to
confirm transactions and provide
distributed
consensus.
This
algorithm serves the same purpose
as Proof of Work, except for the fact
that it uses completely different
functioning methods. Unlike the
Proof-of-Work algorithm that pays
miners to perform calculations to
confirm transactions and create
new blocks, the Proof-of-Stake
consensus selects the creator of
a new block in advance based upon
its state (that is, its share in the total
amount of cryptocurrency).

In Proof of Stake, each validator owns some stake in the network, and has to lock it in order to be selected.

1

Anyone who holds the
base cryptocurrency
can become a
validator, although
sometimes a locked up
deposit is required.

3
2

The chosen validator is
rewarded with a part or the
whole transaction fee.

A validator’s chance of
mining a block is based
on how much of a stake
(or cryptocurrency) they
have.
For example, if you owned
1% of the cryptocurrency,
you would be able to mine
1% of all its transactions.

Proof of Stake by Lisk Academy
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The PoS protocol will randomly
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in between selected validators,
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From this graph, it can be seen that there is a variety
of consensus types inside different blockchains which
are useful for different purposes. We define four
major segments for consensus, based upon two major
criteria: security and scalability.
1. The area of blockchain ancestors, which is almost
abandoned due to low security
2. Consensus types in blockchain (mostly applicable to
private blockchains)
3. Distributed systems that are not blockchains by their
classical definition
4. Classical blockchains for public purposes

Area #1 is not of interest, as the introduction
of Bitcoin with its Proof of Work changed the
concept of consensus.
Area #2 includes the following consensus types:
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Proof-of-Stake and Proof-of-Work Consensus

• Proof of Authority, which means a distributed server
signs transactions and we must trust blindly. It is fast, but
definitely not secure.
• The Practical Byzantine Fault Tolerance (PBFT)
family of consensuses, which are mostly known for
their application inside the HyperLedger family of
frameworks. This type of consensus allows the creation of
fast-enough blockchains, but the process of PBFT voting
to accept changes is time-consuming and unstable
with a high number of transactions. This significantly
decreases the assurance of security.
• Reputational Proof of Stake, implemented inside the
NEM blockchain, keeps the system fast — but in the
public blockchain, it is raising the problem of “nothing at
stake,” as each reputation has a value limit when nodes
behave honestly. In spite of this, the approach allows the
creation of a middle-sized blockchain for consortium
purposes with a significant number of users.
• Delegated Byzantine Fault Tolerance (dBFT) consensus,
introduced by NEO, is somewhere between a secured
public and a private blockchain. It is fast enough, but the
process of delegate selection is complicated, and it can
lack transparency. On the other hand, it is less biased
than reputation-based systems.
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Area #3 covers complicated technologies
that apply the blockchain approach to
decentralization, but don’t require nodes for
transaction verification and provide a level of
security close to blockchain. This area currently
includes:
• Graph-based systems like IOTA and Hashgraph, the
security of which grows with the increasing number
of transactions based upon randomized approval.
Because each user is also a verifier, the scalability
of the system is outstanding, but the nature of how
a transaction enters the flow of verified applications
limits the flexibility of the system. For now, it is nearly
impossible to believe that these systems could handle
smart contracts, which reduces its value for complex
solutions.
• The Federated Byzantine Agreement, introduced in
Ripple and Stellar, operates more like the PGP system
in the “Internet of Trust.” A node operates as a point
of access within a network shard of trust. It is scalable
due to the simple process of its transactions, as all
users are connected by trust, but this process has no
rewards for computational power provision. Because
of this, smart contracts are unavailable right now.

Area #4 is a pure ocean for consensus types
behind cryptocurrencies and global unified
networks. It includes:
• dBFT, which can also fall into this area.
• Delegated Proof of Stake, introduced in the Graphene
blockchain and now extending to EOS. It must be

straight and scalable to be pure Proof of Stake,
but as in dBFT, the delegate selection could prove
to be a major fault point in the system as a whole.
Additionally, Graphene operates only with predefined
smart contracts, making it closer to HyperLedger
Fabric in its abilities. EOS should support them the
way Ethereum does, but this is still in development.
• Proof of Stake in its pure form was introduced by
the Cardano team, and its security level could be
applied to the entire Cardano system. However,
many professionals have concerns about it in the
areas of smart contracts and new-token creation
and whether the value of the tokens/contracts is high
enough to be attractive to attacks but small enough to
have no influence on stake price. Consensus has no
preventive measures for node attacks.
• Ethereum Proof of Stake was designed to implement
penalties for nodes that misbehave by the withdrawal
of their stake. This process is complicated, and the
community is still waiting for improvement.
• Proof of Work is the defiant leader in terms of
security, but a complete loser in terms of scalability
by speed. This consensus still is not an option for
real-life business operations due to its speed, but
some complex tasks could be exported to it with the
implementation of transparency and trustability via
public blockchains or even private configurations
(like Exonum, Consortium Ethereum, etc.).
Other forms of consensus on the market are just a mix
of these major types in different proportions, and for
enterprise-level blockchain solutions, it is better to
start here.

Private, Public, and
Hybrid Blockchain
Blockchain is divided into different types: public,
private, hybrid, and exclusive.
The public blockchain is open to all.
This block is characterized by complete
openness: everyone can access it and
carry out a variety of operations, and
everyone can participate in the process
of reaching consensus. There is no
central registry or trusted third party
in this type of technology. This
is the most well-known type of
blockchain and forms its basis
in correspondence with the
modern economy. The public
blockchain is, by its nature,
completely decentralized.
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Public

Hybrid

Private

Public, Hybrid, and Private Blockchain

There is a completely private blockchain, and access
to its records is issued by a central organization (this
may be, for example, a central bank), but permission
for reading may be open or limited.
Blockchain consortium, or hybrid blockchain, is
a combination of the two previous types.
One may wonder: if everything is clear and transparent
within the public blockchain (for example, Bitcoin,
Ethereum, Ripple, and others), why do we need a
private one?
Private blockchains provide interesting opportunities
for businesses. For instance, Lenovo wants to use
the blockchain for checking documents with built-in
digital signatures. For each document, a digital map
is created, which can then be compared to a copy to
understand whether or not the latter is genuine.
The audit company Deloitte EMEA, together with the
Norwegian certification company DNV GL, uses a
private blockchain to record and store certificates for
inspection of oil platforms, ships, and other units of
maritime transport. The storage of certificates in the
blockchain helps avoid forgery of documents. To verify
the authenticity of a certificate, you need to scan the
QR code using your smartphone. The Deloitte EMEA
database contains 90,000 certificates.

The National Agency of Public Registers of Georgia, in
cooperation with Bitfury Group, transferred the whole
land register of the country to the blockchain. The
forgery of documents is excluded, and all information
about ownership rights is recorded in the blockchain.

A Final Word
Blockchain actively participates in economic
and financial activities. It becomes the subject of
discussion at all levels, and yet a significant part of the
population simply does not yet know what blockchain
is, or anything about its specific capabilities. Very soon,
without knowledge of the specifics of this technology, it
will be impossible to adequately orient in the modern
economy, especially in the sphere of finance. At the
present time, cryptocurrency emitted on the basis of
this technology is a natural supplement to the issue of
fiat currency. These factors are not highly significant
for monetary policy or analysis of the monetary
sphere, but it can be assumed that in the future, as
the capitalization of funding markets grows, they
will need to be taken into account in order to assess
the money supply, the level of monetization of the
economy, the demand for money, and other important
macroeconomic parameters.

STANISLAV SHELIAKIN
Stanislav is a lead distributed technologies consultant with deep experience in
blockchain technologies.
Having extensively worked at PricewaterhouseCoopers as a Senior Consultant at Advisory
Services, Stanislav gained valuable experience while working on numerous projects from
different industries (such as IT, agriculture, development, logistics, retail, public sector, etc.)
across the CEE region.
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VR Diagnosis

& Therapy

For People with PAC on the Autism Spectrum

A group of volunteers are working on an app to help socialize children
with PAC syndrome using virtual reality. The proposed solution is a VR
app that can be used at home to optimize remote treatment. The grant
will cover the VR headset that will be paired with the app and used for
sensory development through mixed reality.
CSR Incubator 2018 – A Grant Program for Funding Employee-Initiated Social Projects

luxoft.com/csr

CORPORATE VIDEOS

BLOCKCHAIN’S JOURNEY FROM
FINANCIAL SERVICES TO
OTHER INDUSTRIES
https://youtu.be/gs_a_KWQ7Ls

USE CASES FOR BLOCKCHAIN IN
THE AUTOMOTIVE SECTOR
https://youtu.be/o7Zwug2kjuk

BLOCKCHAIN - THE DIGITAL
ENERGY OF THE FUTURE?
https://youtu.be/RaZx3ZqfBEQ

WHY BUSINESSES SHOULD CARE
ABOUT BLOCKCHAIN?
https://youtu.be/kogM6MvG72M
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UPCOMING EVENTS AND WEBINARS
UKRAINE

ROMANIA

October 1st Logeek Night in Odessa

October 3-4th Internet and Mobile World expo-

October 4th Full Stack Development Meetup in Dnipro

conference Bucharest

October 12th DevOps Stage in Kiev

October 9th Movie Night Out

October 27th Ukranian Software Development Forum

November 8th Bucharest Marathon

in Kiev

November Movie Night Out

October 27th .Net Fest in Kiev
November 11th Logeek Night in Kiev
November 24th Devoxx Ukraine

GERMANY
October 25th Web on Wheels Berlin

BULGARIA

October 24-25th BMW IT Messe Munich

October 18th Automotive Cluster conference in Sofia
October 24th Dev.BG C++ meet up in Sofia
November 26th Dev.BG C++ meet up in Sofia

MEXICO
October LoGeek Night in Quéretaro
November 4th Arcade Night at Luxoft

INDIA:
November 16th Open Door Day in Bangalore

SINGAPORE:
October 12th SMU- Career Fair in Singapore

November 15th LoGeek Night in Puebla
December PosaDev with Java Communities

POLAND
October 8-9th JDD Conference Krakow
November 20th JS meetup Krakow
November 17-18th Map IT Hackathon Krakow
November 16th FinTech Open Door Day Warsaw

MALAYSIA:
October 2nd UniKL Career Fair in Kuala Lumpur
October 27th Penang Talent Outreach Program

RUSSIA
October 14th DevOps Conference, St. Pete
October 19-20th Joker Conference, St. Pete
October 25th Logeek Night Omsk
October 27th Gorky DevFest, Nizhniy Novgorod
November 24-25th HolyJS, Moscow
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